Since October 1, 2018, **CNR Lighting** has been taking care of recycling lamps for MCPS.

Schools no longer need to request recycling boxes online. In order to have your lamps picked up for recycling, you must contact CNR directly and schedule a pickup.

When preparing lamps for recycling, schools must follow the guidelines below:

- Lamps should be separated by type. Package linear, U-tube, CFL, HID, and incandescent bulbs separately.
- Place separated lamps in taped boxes. Schools may reuse the boxes that the lamps originally came in. Linear or CFL lamps may be placed in a drum if one is available.
- CNR Lighting will not accept crushed lamps unless the broken glass is placed in a sealed 55-gallon drum.
- All box ends must be secured with tape—3” PVC tape is recommended.
- CNR will not accept any containers with lamps that are exposed or protruding from the package.
- Do not tape lamps together.

To schedule a pickup of lamps for recycling,

**CALL 410-242-4172**

Ask for Sara (ext. 107) or Adrienne (ext.115).